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In this paper we deal with the existence theory for a problem and give the proof
of the existence by a penalty argument. We shall treat the problem for a variational
inequality by introducing the penalized differential equation and then taking the
limits of the equation resulting from the penalized approximation. We also discuss
the error estimate for the difference of the two solutions in an appropriate norm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that variational principles enable us to consider many
unrelated problems arising in different branches of pure and applied
sciences in a unified and general framework. In recent years, these
principles have been enriched by the discovery of variational inequality
w xtheory, which is mainly due to 6 . Variational inequality theory describes a
broad spectrum of very interesting developments involving a link among
various fields of mathematics, physics, economics, and engineering sci-
ences. Some of these developments have made mutually enriching contact
with other fields.
In an optimization problem there are ordinarily two important ques-
tions, often independent of one another: existence of a solution and
characterization of a solution. The existence question usually involves
some kind of compactness argument even convexity arguments often rely
on the fact that closed bounded convex sets in reflexive Banach space are
.weakly compact and the characterization question involves calculating
derivatives or, more generally, calculating the variations of some function-
als. In some instances this calculation is not easy and the theory of calculus
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At present, we shall deal with the existence theory and discuss it by
using penalty argument. The statement of our problem follows.
Let V be a bounded open set in R 2 with a smooth boundary G. In V
1 .we consider the operator A: V s H V ª V 9 is linear continuous and0
symmetric, satisfying the coercivity condition, that is,
5 5 2Ac , c s a c , c G a c , a ) 0, 1.1 .  .  .
that is, A s y= ? =; let K be a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of a
Hilbert space V, i.e.,
K s c ¬ c g H 1 V , c G 0, almost everywhere in V . 1.2 .  . 40
Let V be a real Hilbert space, whose inner product and norm are denoted
 .. 5 5by ?, ? and ? . Let V 9 be the dual of V, with the pairing between V
 .and V 9 denoted by ?, ? . Let us define the Sobolev space:
m 2 a 2 < <H V s f g L V ; D f g L V , a F m . 4 .  .  .
2 .For f, c g L V ,
f , c 2 s f x c x dx , .  .  . . HL V
V
m .and for f, c g H V ,
f , c m s Daf , Dac 2 . .  . .  .H V L V
< <a Fm
 .Let a x be a family of functions such thati j
a x g L` V , a x v v G a v 2 , a ) 0, ;v g R n , .  .  . i j i j i j 0 i 0
 .and A is the operator associated with a ?, ? , so that
Aw s y ­r­ x a x ­r­ xw . . . i j
i , j




1a f , c s a x dx s =f ? =c dx , ;f , c g H V , .  .  .H Hi j 0­ x ­ xV Vj ii , j
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< < 2  . 5 5 2  .with the associated norms denoted by f s f, f and c s a c , c .
The problem we want to consider consists in finding the existence theory
of the penalized equation
Aw q mw q 1reF9 w w s f , w g H 1 V , .  .e e e e e
and showing that the solution w of this equation will be the solution ofe
the following variational inequality when e tends to zero.
w g H 1 V , a w , v y w q m w , v y w G f , v y w , .  .  .  .0
;v g H 1 V 1.3 .  .0
p n.for given f in L R . If we define the closed convex subset K, then the
above inequality is equivalent to
w g K , a w , v y w q m w , v y w G f , v y w , ;v g K . .  .  .
1.4 .
 .   ..The set of inequalities 1.3 or 1.4 is what is called a variational
inequality. A general variational inequality associated with the operator A
 .  . 1 .is 1.4 , where K is an arbitrary closed nonempty convex set in H V . If0
 .K s V, then 1.4 reduces to the Dirichlet problem. The results of exis-
w xtence and uniqueness of w are valid for a general variational inequality 5 .
 .We restrict ourselves here to the case 1.4 . Before proving the existence
of the problem by the penalty argument, we prove the following lemma.
 . 1 . 1 .LEMMA. Let a w , f is a bilinear, continuous form on H V = H Ve e
such that
a w , w G 0, ;w g H 1 V . .  .e e e
 .Then the function f ª a f , f is lower-semicontinuous with respect to thee e e
weak topology.
1 . 1 .Proof. From the bilinearity, we have for all w g H V , f g H Ve e
a f , f s a w , w q a w , f y w .  .  .e e e e e e e
qa f y w , w q a w y f , w y f . .  .e e e e e e e
Now by using the condition of ellipticity, that is,
a w , w G 0; ;w g H 1 V . .  .e e e
This implies that
a f , f G a w , w q a w , f y w q a f y w , w . .  .  . e e e e e e e e e e
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1 .Now, let f ª w in H V weakly; so that from the continuity of ``a,'' ande
the fact that
a w , f y w ª 0, .e
a f y w , w ª 0, .e
then
lim inf a f , f G a w , w . .  .e e
f ªwe
 .Hence map f ª a f , f is weakly lower-semicontinuous.e e e
2. PROOF OF EXISTENCE BY A PENALTY ARGUMENT
Now we shall discuss the existence of the problem by using a penalty
argument. We introduce the penalized differential equation and then
prove that as e tends to zero, the solution of the penalized equation is the
 .solution of 1.4 . Let us consider the penalized differential equation of the
form
Aw q mw q 1reF9 w w s f , w g H 1 V , 2.1 .  .  .e e e e e 0
 .  . y  . 1 .where F9 w s drdw w , f s ysup yf, 0 , and A: V s H V ª V 9e e 0
is a linear continuous and symmetric operator satisfying the coercivity
 .  . 1 .condition 1.1 . The variational form of Eq. 2.1 , for all v g H V is0
a w , v y w q m w , v y w q 1re F9 w w , v y w .  .  . .e e e e e e e
s f , v y w . 2.2 .  .e
This equation has been introduced because we shall prove that, as e tends
 .to zero, w tends to a solution of variational inequality 1.4 . It is to bee
noted that the function w ª wy is not differentiable at w s 0, and wee e e
 .will define F9 0 s 0. This choice turns out to be unimportant because
 . w ) 0 on V, with the exception of a zero-measure subset of G thee
. w xboundary of V . For more details, see 2 , where an approximation scheme
is introduced for proving this. The uniqueness of the solution of the
penalized equation can be proved in a straightforward manner. Let w ande
 .  . f be two possible solutions of 2.1 ; if we take v s f in 2.2 resp.,e e
 . .v s w in the equation analogous to 2.2 with respect to f , then aftere e
adding these two equations, we have
ya w y f , w y f s H w w y H f f , w y f .  .  . .e e e e e e e e e e
q m w y f , w y f , .e e e e
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 .  .  .where H w s 1reF9 w . Since the operator F9 f ª f is monotone,e e
and m is positive constant, we have the above equation in the form
ya w y f y f G 0, .e e e
which implies that
a w y f , w y f F 0, .e e e e
or
w y f s 0 or w s f . .e e e e
 .The existence of a solution of the penalized equation 2.1 follows from
 .the fact that the operator f ª Af q mf q H f f is monotone from
1 . 2 .H V s V ª V 9 s dual space of V when L V is identified with its0
dual, and coercive:
2 2 25 5 5 5 < <Ac q mc q H c c , c G a c q m c q H c c . .  . .
Therefore one can apply general results from Minty and Browder See, e.g.
w x .4 and the bibliography therein . A very elementary proof can be given as
follows. We introduce a family of subspace V ; V where h is a parame-h
.ter which tends to zero that satisfies the assumptions
V is finite dimensional, 2.3 .h
;v g V , there exists v g V such thath h
2.4 .
5 5v y v ª 0 as h ª 0.h
 .We then consider 2.1 . For all w g Vh h
a w , v q m w , v q H w w , v s f , v , ;v g V , 2.5 .  .  .  .  . .h h h h h
 .there exists a unique solution w satisfying 2.5 , by applying Brower'sh
 .  .Fixed Theorem. Taking v s w in 2.5 , from 1.1 , we obtainh
2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5a w q m w q H w w F f w . .h h h h h
Since we know that
25 5H w w G 0, .h h
then
5 5 2 5 5 5 5 2 5 5 5 5a w q m w F f w ,h h h
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which implies that
5 5w F C , 2.6 .h
where here and in what follows, C denotes an unknown constant. There-
fore we can extract a subsequence, still denoted by w , such thath
w ª c in V weakly, as h ª 0. 2.7 .h
 .Now we shall verify that c s w . Since Rellich-Kondrachoff the identitye
2 .  .mapping V ª L V is compact, it follows from 2.7 that
w ª c in L2 V strongly, as h ª 0, .h
and therefore
wy ª cy in L2 V strongly and F9 w ª F9 c in L2 V . .  .  .  .h h
 .Now let v be given in V and introduce v satisfying 2.4 . We haveh
a w , v q m w , v q H w w , v s f , v , 2.8 .  .  .  .  . .h h h h h h h h
5 5  .and since v y v ª 0, we can pass to the limit in 2.8 , so that weh
obtain
a c , v q m c , v q H c c , v s f , v , 2.9 .  .  .  .  . .
 .and hence c s w is the solution of 2.1 . This occurs by virtue of thee
 .uniqueness of the limit, w ª w in V weakly and actually stronglyh e
without extracting a subsequence.
Now we shall take the limit as e tends to zero. Consider the penalized
 .differential equation 2.1 in variational form. For all v g V
a w , v q m w , v q H w w , v s f , v . 2.10 .  .  .  .  . .e e e e
 .By taking v s w , and using 1.1 , the above equation becomese
2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5a w q m w q H w w F f w ; .e e e e e
or
5 5 2 5 5 5 5 2 5 5 5 5a w q m w F f w ;e e e
which implies that
5 5w F C , 2.11 .e
where C is constant, and independent of e .
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A subsequence, also denoted by w , can then be extracted from thee
w x.sequence w 3 such thate
w ª w in V weakly, as e ª 0.e
 .  .From 2.1 and 1.1 , we have
2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5a w q m w q H w w F f w .e e e e e
or
2 2 2 215 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5H w w F C w y a w y m w .e e e e e
or
2 2 1 15 5 5 5 5 51re F9 w w F w C w y a . .  .e e e e
By letting e ª 0, in this equation, we obtain
5 5F9 w s 0 because w / 0 . 2.12 .  . .
 .From 2.10 , we have
a w , v y w q m w , v y w y f , v y w .  .  .e e e e e
s H w w , w y v , ;v g V . 2.13 .  . .e e e
 .The monotonicity of H w implies thate
H w v , w y v G 0, K s V . 2.14 .  . .e e
 .  .By using 2.14 , we can write 2.13 as
a w , v y w q m w , v y w y f , v y w .  .  .e e e e e
s H w w y H w v , w y v 2.15 .  .  . .e e e e
 2 . .  .because w ª w in L V , for all v g V . Then 2.15 gives rise toe
a w , v y w q m w , v y w y f , v y w .  .  .e e e e e
s H w w , w y v y H w v , w y v G 0; .  . .  .e e e e e
thus
a w , v y w q m w , v y w G f , v y w .  .  .e e e e e
or
a w , w F a w , v q m w , v y w y f , v y w . 2.16 .  .  .  .  .e e e e e e
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 .Thus, by letting e ª 0 in 2.16 , we obtain
lim inf a w , w F a w , v q m w , v y w y f , v y w . .  .  .  .e e
f ªwe
Now by applying the lemma, we obtain
a w , v y w q m w , v y w G f , v y w , 2.17 .  .  .  .
 .which shows that w is a solution of the variational inequality 1.4 .
3. ERROR ESTIMATE
Now we shall determine the error estimate for the difference of the two
 .solutions w y w in an appropriate norm. By taking the scalar product ofe
 . y2.1 with w , we observe that because A is a second-order operatore
a w , wy s a wy, wy .  .e e e e
 .we have 2.1 in the form
y y y y y2 y< <a w , w q m w , w q H w w s f , w . 3.1 .  . .  .  .e e e e e e e
This implies that
2y y< < < < < <H w w F f w , 3.2 .  . e e e
so that
y1 ’5 5w F C e , 3.3 .e
< < 5 5 `where C depends on f , a , a . Now we shall show thatLi j
’5 5w y w F C e , 3.4 .e
< < 5 5 `where C depends only on f , a , a . Since we know that w y w sLi j e
q y  .w y w y w , and since we have 3.4 , it suffices to prove thate e
q ’5 5w y w F C e . 3.5 .e
q  .  .  q .If we take v s w in 1.4 and the scalar product of 2.1 with w y w ,e e
we obtain the summation
a w y w , w y wq q m w y w , w y wq q H w w , w y wq G 0 . .  .  .e e e e e e e
or
a wqy w , wq q m wqy w , w y wq y a wy, w y wq .  .  .e e e e e e
y m wy, w y wq q H w wq, w y wq y H w , w y wq G 0. .  . .  .  .e e e e e e e
3.6 .
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 .The monotonicity of H w implies thate
H w wq, w y wq G 0, . .e e e
 q y.and also that w , w s 0. Thene e
a wqy w , wqy w q m wqy w , w y wqy w .  .e e e e
F a wy, wqy w q m wy, wqy w . .  .e e e e
Because of the dual estimate, the continuity and coerciveness of operator
A, and the fact that m is a positive constant, we obtain
5 q 5 5 y5w y w F C w , 3.7 .e e
 .  .by using 3.3 , and so 3.5 follows.
 .It should be noted that the estimate 3.4 depends on the fact that A is
a second-order operator and also on the particular structure of K one can
construct penalized equations associated with general variational inequal-
w x.ity; see 5 . Also, the above existence proof gives a method which could be
used for numerical purposes. But a more efficient method consists in
 .approximating 1.4 by its finite dimensional analogue.
For all w g K,h
a w , v y w q m w , v y w G f , v y w , ;v g K , 3.8 .  .  .  .h h h h h h
where K is subset of V of function w G 0 almost everywhere in V, andh h h
V is the space of piecewise linear finite elements. The numerical solutionh
 .  w x.of 3.8 uses an iterative method with projection on K see 1 .h
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